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A few weeks ago, I was finding a solution to organize my live setup for the upcoming demonstration series.
Mainly, I didn’t like the way I needed to manage my backing audio tracks. For a couple years I used a different
VST host but I never liked that the way to manage audio tracks: load a dedicated VSTi (sample player), assign
controls and then without the chance to play the audio file from a specific point or loop a section inside it.
Not absolutely smart and quick and, I cannot hide you, I was really bothered about it. So, one day, I thought
to definitely solve this issue. I found, finally, the VST host of my dreams!
I downloaded Cantabile Lite (free), a quick look, immediately I guessed that I was on the right place…
Cantabile Lite (again, free!) offers features that other VST hosts ask to pay for. After a few minutes, I
downloaded the professional version, Cantabile Performer… absolutely impressive and awesome! I jumped
from the chair, from that moment I knew that I didn’t need to find nothing else. Cantabile Performer is
definitely the solution for any of my live performances (demonstrations, concerts, clinics) and studio
recordings as well! Yes, because once you start to use Cantabile, you are totally addicted to it and you cannot
survive without it.
Tons of features that it is impossible to list… for sure, my favorites are: amazing graphic interface and
awesome layout, media file player (midi/audio), total and fantastic organization of midi controllers, midi
filter, midi routing and midi mapping that allow me to absolutely control the most intricate setup, the rack
system, the sub-session and set list managers to have a clear view and arrangement of my live performance. I
could enumerate thousand more unbelievable features but the better thing is to download and try Cantabile
Performer… 30-days full trial! You can work for 30-days and appreciate Cantabile Performer without
restrictions, this is another priceless and unbelievable add-on!
At the moment, my whole live setup has moved on Cantabile Performer and I did it in a few hours because
working on Cantabile is really easy and the results come immediately! Moreover, I definitely found the
solutions for many old problems stayed unsolved long…
By the way, I want also say that I tried other VST hosts, maybe all of them, nothing can be compared to
Cantabile Performer… it’s the all-in-one total superb solution for my live and studio performances!
Thanks to Brad at Topten Software for his colossal and extraordinary job!
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